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I. AN ANALYSIS OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS (RESUMED)
(At this point the reader may wish, to reread the beginning of this 

discussion, up to Part I I .)5

A. One Teacher— One Learner (continued)
4. Effectiveness. This individual tutorial situation is usually 

a very effective form of instruction. The continuous and close inter
action between the teacher and the learner is such that the roles of 
the teacher are easy to carry out. Inappropriateness of the material 
being presented (in the present case, the oral questions and the 
written letters) becomes apparent as the learner either makes too 
many mistakes or indicates that he has already learned some par
ticular material. Monitoring the learner’s developing repertoire and 
providing differential consequences for correct behavior constitute a 
large share of the teacher’s activity. Ineffectiveness o f these differ
ential consequences quickly results in an increase in the learner’s mis
takes, which may at first be indistinguishable from the result of in
appropriately difficult material but can usually be diagnosed by a 
return to easier material. The delivery of differential consequences 
is likely to be immediate, frequent, and for small steps, simply be
cause the loss o f control that results from  failure to respect these 
characteristics o f good “consequation” (a useful term coined by Pro
fessor Ogden Lindsley o f the University o f Kansas to refer to the pro
vision of a consequence without specifying whether it is reinforcing 
or punishing) has an immediate effect on the teacher.

Specifying a situation as individual tutorial instruction says 
little, however, about the differential consequences for participation. 
These could be highly effective or not, depending on the specific de
tails. This kind o f instruction certainly maximizes the relevance of 
the teacher’s personal qualities and i f  these are such as to maintain 
participation the individual tutorial is likely to be quite effective. On 
the other hand, in this kind of instruction the learner also feels the 
full effect of a teacher’s undesirable personal qualities.

It would appear from the literature o f  the past that participation

4Part B. (Part A  appeared in Volume III, No. 3, this Journal.)
5Cf. Volume III, No. 3 of this Journal.
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has usually been maintained by the same mixture o f variables (with 
a large measure of reinforcement by relief from threat of punish
ment) that characterizes current education. There is less use of cor
poral punishment now, but it has been replaced by other forms of 
worsening.

5. Some complications.
a. Specification of criteria.
Naming and drawing the letters of the alphabet are skills which 

are atypical in the degree to which the criteria of effective learning 
are likely to be well-specified by the teacher. When the goals of in
struction cannot be stated in very specific terms, as with some aspects 
of social studies, the general effectiveness of the individual tutorial 
is likely to be much lower, as in any instructional situation. Vague
ness as to the repertoire which the learner is to acquire makes ap
propriateness o f the materia] difficult to assess, and renders differen
tial consequation of “correct” or “ adequate” behavior equally difficult. 
The principles involving immediacy, frequency, and small steps are 
likely to be flagrantly violated, since their violation produces no very 
clear effects on the learner which can then affect the teacher. The 
principle involving relevant criteria is also likely to be violated since 
educational accomplishment cannot be easily assessed, leaving only 
such criteria as spending time in the situation, appearing interested, 
being obedient; and the like.

b. Materials that teach. For more advanced instruction in writ
ing there must have been many teachers who conceived of some form 
of the “ flash card” technique—a picture of a common object is drawn 
in one place and the name of this object is written in another. The 
learner then attempts to write the name of the object without looking 
at the name, and when he has finished he checks his written word 
with the correct one. Elementary mathematics lends itself very well 
to this form o f self-instruction once the learner has learned to read 
numbers. Such materials take over the teacher’s functions of pre
senting stimuli and providing differential consequences for correct
ness. The adequacy with which these functions are performed is, 
o f course, dependent upon the learner’s usage. He may present him
self with the stimulus pictures in some other order than that pre
scribed by the teacher, or he may look at the “answer”  before writing 
his own, which changes the task to an exercise in copying, a skill 
presumably already mastered. When he has made a mistake he may 
go on without ever trying the item again. And, o f course, he may 
accept the materials but not use them at all.

What is being described is at a more advanced level referred to as 
the learner’s “ study methods.” The effectiveness o f self-instructional 
materials clearly depends on the development of this repertoire of
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study methodology, and a portion of elementary education is devoted 
to this task. A  good deal o f the eonsequation of this secondary 
repertoire, however, is supposed to derive from its effect on the de
velopment of the primary repertoire being taught by the self-in
structional materials. For example, a consequence o f using flash 
cards in the correct order is that the repertoire being developed by the 
flash cards is developed more easily. There is some reason to believe 
that this indirect form of eonsequation is not very effective in modem 
education.

At any rate, the possibility of ineffectiveness makes is necessary 
for the teacher to examine the repertoire from time to time, not for 
the primary purpose o f providing differential consequences for correct 
behavior (that was presumably accomplished as the learner checked 
his work against the correct answer), but to permit differential con- 
sequation for correct usage, or for any usage at all, if he does not 
observe the learner’s work with the self-instructional materials. It 
is not necessary for the teacher to examine the entire repertoire being 
acquired, however, but only to sample it in a manner that cannot be 
predicted by the learner.

This sampling of the repertoire is, o f course, the typical educa
tional “ test”  or “ examination.”  If the behavior being sampled by 
the test suggests that the entire repertoire is well developed, the 
leamei is permitted to go on to new material, and perhaps reinforced 
in other ways, such as praise from the teacher. If the test is “ failed” 
the teacher will require remedial work of some sort before attempting 
new material. This is usually a form o f punishment, and may be sup
plemented by other forms, such as criticism by the teacher and per
haps an unfavorable report to the parents.

In the process of evaluating the adequacy o f the behavior sam
pled by the test, the teacher may provide some differential consequa- 
tion for correctness. A  strategic misunderstanding may be discovered 
which underlies several errors; an approach to the test which utilizes 
a technique to be introduced in more advanced material may be 
noted and reinforced. If the repertoire sampled by the test is only 
a small part o f the repertoire being acquired, then this differential 
eonsequation o f test behavior is not likely to play a very important 
role in the development of the total repertoire. In fact, when the 
self-instructional material contains good built-in eonsequation, as 
with the flash cards being described, the principal cause of a poor 
test performance is simply failure to utilize the self-instructional 
materials or failure to utilize them correctly. In this case the anal
ysis o f the specific errors in the test performance functions primarily 
to indicate to the teacher the nature of the incorrect usage of the
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self-instructional materials and to aid in directing the prescribed 
remediation.

As the literacy of the learner develops it becomes possible to 
use that more complex form of self-instruction consisting of a written 
explanation. In some respects written explanations are superior to 
spoken ones. Having once written an explanation the teacher can 
simply hand it to the learner and do something else while the learner 
reads it. The learner can re-expose himself to the explanation at his 
convenience and as many times as necessary with no further labor 
required from the teacher. With the advent o f printing such written 
explanations were made available to many more learners than the 
teacher could ever contact personally. There are other advantages, 
too, but there is one important disadvantage: an effective teacher 
is not likely to give a long spoken explanation to his pupil without 
monitoring and consequating the repertoire of the pupil which the 
explanation is supposed to be developing. The principles of imme
diacy, frequency, and small steps (No. 5, No. 6, and No. 7) are likely 
to be respected, simply because the failure to do so leads to the 
teacher having to repeat the explanation, often with the realization 
that the latter portions have been only a “ verbal massage”  for the 
student because of an earlier misunderstanding. When the explana
tion is written, however, the teacher is protected from the moment 
by moment consequences o f faulty monitoring and consequation, 
which can then become vague, delayed, and infrequent.

Such material still contains a form of differential consequence 
for correctness, in that failure to be properly affected by early por
tions o f the text will result in inability to react appropriately to later 
portions. Many learners, however, seem not to be strongly affected 
by such a consequence and reading as a form of verbal massage 
seems widespread, particularly in the areas referred to as the liberal 
arts.

The writer of explanations is also likely to be a reader of more 
advanced forms of prose, and cast his own work in a form which is 
pleasing to him, another factor leading to large step size and a flow
ing and discursive style. Furthermore, there are usually some learn
ers who are effectively instructed even by poor explanations, which 
permits the writer to attribute failures to the defective motivational 
and intellectual qualities o f some or most learners.

The factors just described are exaggerated by the decrease in 
specificity of goals and criteria o f instruction that seem always to 
accompany the increase in complexity of subject matter. The result 
is that the consequences fo r  correct behavior in ordinary text ma
terial are so vague as to be unrecognizable, and the term “ self-in-
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structional” is now a technical term which rather specifically ex
cludes reference to ordinary text material.

Thus the individual tutorial form of instruction, even though 
intrinsically well-structured to favor eifective contact between 
teacher and learner, does not do so when educational goals become 
vague and when reliance is placed on written material that is sup
posed to be “ self-instructional”  but in fact does not contain a useful 
form of built-in consequation. The student’s failure to be instructed 
under such conditions, however, is seldom attributed to the ineffec
tiveness o f the instructional system. The more attractive (to the 
teacher) interpretation in terms of the learner’s intellectual ability 
is by far the more popular one. Further problems arise when the 
teacher is required to instruct more than one learner at the same 
time.
B. One Teacher— Several Learners

The arithmetic o f universal education results in classroom in
struction where one teacher is more or less in contact with twenty 
or more learners for five hours or so each day. There are difficulties 
with this form o f instruction but at the present time it is clearly 
more effective than if the teacher were to divide up his workday and 
spend one-twentieth of it with each of the twenty learners. Putting 
several learners together in the same room with the teacher, how
ever, does not alter the basic requirements for behavioral change or 
learning. Appropriate material must be selected, correct and incor
rect responses to this material must be followed by differential con
sequences, and consequences must also be at work which maintain 
participation in educational activity in competition with other forms 
of behavior. If these requirements are not met, education does not 
take place although a good deal of teacher and learner behavior may 
occur in the classroom setting.

1. Main sources of difficulty. In addition to the problems re
sulting from  vague educational objectives and the use o f written 
materials that are supposed to teach but do not, there are three new 
sources o f difficulty involved in classroom instruction.

a. Lack of teaching manpower. In the discussion of the tutorial 
instruction, it should have been apparent that an effective teacher 
would be fully occupied in monitoring the appropriateness o f his 
materials for the particular learner, consequating the learner’s re
actions to these materials, diagnosing difficulties in the secondary 
repertoire o f study methodology, and contributing to the maintenance 
of participation. The addition of learners simply means that some 
of these functions must be performed less often or abandoned.

An additional factor that further reduces the time the teacher
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has to work with the learners is the considerable increase in the 
number of non-educational administrative duties that result when 
the student-teacher ratio increases. The teacher must spend some 
time insuring effective use of school facilities and supplies, account
ing for and keeping records on the activities o f  the different students, 
and controlling student behavior which is unrelated to instructional 
activity.

b. Learner heterogeneity. Even with effective methods for 
grouping students according to background knowledge, the momen
tary appropriateness o f educational material will differ from student 
to student. Heterogeneity will also bear on the appropriateness of 
the differential consequences for correctness, and even more on those 
for participation.

c. Learner interactions. The simultaneous presence o f several 
learners introduces a number of complications arising from the pos
sibility of their interacting with each other. Some of these inter
actions are thought to contribute to the effectiveness o f the class
room situation, but many o f the interactions are detrimental to the 
goals of instruction.

2. Effectiveness. The problems created by insufficient teacher 
manpower, learner heterogeneity, and interactions among learners 
can best be seen in terms of the basic requirements for an effective 
educational situation.

a. Appropriateness of stimulus material. Because o f the man
power problem the presentation o f the stimulus material to which 
the learner reacts generally assumes to form of remarks made by 
the teacher to a group of students, or written material which is dis
tributed to the students. The extent to which such presentation 
takes maximum advantage of the existing repertoire o f any par
ticular student depends on the homogeneity of the students and the 
choice of the material. Since the students often differ considerably 
from one another in adequacy of preparation and 'since the choice of 
material must usually be made according to some predetermined plan 
rather than an assessment of its momentary relevance to any par
ticular student’s existing repertoire, the stimulus material is not 
likely to be very appropriate.

Furthermore, neither the classroom oral presentation nor the 
use of written material provides the teacher with very effective 
momentary feedback as to appropriateness. Some children ask 
questions in class when they do not understand, and some yawn when 
they are bored but many do nothing noticeable under either con
dition.

b. Monitoring and differentially consequating the repertoire.
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During- classroom presentation of an explantory nature the teacher 
may attempt to assess the effect o f the explanation on the learners 
as he goes along by asking questions which individual students an
swer outloud. The teacher can then provide differential consequences 
depending on the nature of the answer. Only a few students can 
participate directly in this consequation, but there is some evidence 
that a form of vicarious participation is not entirely ineffective. 
Often several students “ think” the same answer that a particular 
student gives, and they feel some of the effect of the consequation 
as well as the student who gives the answer. However, the student 
who is either unable to or for other reasons does not make any well- 
formed response, either overt or covert, simply hears the answer, 
but it does not affect him as a consequence.

A major difficulty with this form of group monitoring and con
sequation concerns the problem of remediation. When a teacher’s 
question is incorrectly answered by one student, and the nature of 
the error suggests the necessity o f review o f some earlier material, 
the appropriateness of this review to the entire class must be con
sidered. No matter what is decided about the review, it is likely to 
be insufficient for some o f the students and excess for others.

The general inability o f one teacher to monitor and consequate 
the developing repertoires of a number o f learners has led to exten
sive reliance on written, materials supposedly containing built-in con
sequation. As mentioned above, some forms of such material are 
quite effective if used propeiiy, such as flash cards for spelling, 
vocabulary lists, arithmetic problems with answers, and the like. 
Until the advent o f programmed instruction, however, only a small 
portion of the ordinary elementary school curriculum could be put 
in such form, and the most common written material was the ordi
nary explanatory text, the built-in consequation of which is usually 
much too vague to be useful. The common use of such text material 
in education adds to the problems of determining appropriateness 
since it is very difficult with such material to monitor the effect the 
text is having on the student.

The widespread use of such text material contributes to a com
pounding of difficulties. Administrative strategies designed to par
tially alleviate the manpower problems usually result in a group of 
students beginning and ending their use of the materials at the same 
time. Class heterogeneity insures considerable inappropriateness 
o f such material to many of the students’ existing repertoires. Dif
ferential remediation dependent on the student’s need is almost im
possible due to the manpower problem and, with such material, would 
be difficult anyway because of the difficulty of monitoring the effect 
such material is having on the student’ s developing repertoire.
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In any case it is necessary to sample the repertoire from time 
to time to monitor effective usage of the materials, but the man
power problem results in the test’s sampling only a small part of the 
total repertoire, and that relatively infrequently. This in turn leads 
to the inefficiency that consists in spending large amounts of time 
on material requiring a prerequisite repertoire which is defective. 
The use of the test results to prescribe remediation is impeded by 
the necessity of all the students doing the same things at approxi
mately the same time. The tests then begin to function primarily as 
ways of obtaining a public record of the learner’s accomplishment 
which might, in some long-range sense, have remedial consequences 
as when a grade must be repeated, but not necessarily in the short- 
range sense that might actually overcome some inadequacy. It is 
not uncommon for the teacher to prescribe some remediation to be 
carried out under the parents’ supervision, but the effectiveness of 
this practice depends on the ability and inclination of the parents 
over which the teacher has little control.

c. Maintaining participation in educational activity. The dif
ferential consequences for participation that were discussed at the 
very beginning6 in I, A, 3, and again later in I, A, 4 are also relevant 
to classroom instruction. The presence o f several learners in the 
classroom and in the school situation in general offers some sources 
o f reinforcement and punishment that were not available with the 
individual tutorial instruction. The reinforcement and punishment 
associated with competition is one example, as is that related to 
social games which are used as part o f elementary education. With 
several learners present the teacher can construct a game-like situa
tion which also instructs, for example, playing store and learning to 
perform the arithmetic operations involved in making change.

In spite o f such additional reinforcers a large portion o f the 
reinforcement for participation is still the removal o f the threat of 
punishment for non-participation. Individual teachers may supply 
other kinds of reinforcers, but the dominant cultural control is of 
the sort that leads to the expression “ mandatory education.”  Most 
of it involves prior worsening (the threat) with improvement being 
then contingent on participation.

Although groups of learners constitute sources of some kinds 
of reinforcement, the disadvantages o f the classroom far more than 
offset the possible effects o f these additional sources of reinforce
ment In the first place the lack of manpower renders the monitor
ing o f participation quite difficult. This problem is compounded by 
the fact that the same lack of manpower has led to the extensive

6Cf. Part A in Volume III, No. 3 of this Journal.
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use of stimulus materials whose effect on the learner’s repertoire 
is difficult to assess— “lecture,’’ and written explanatory material 
such as the textbook. Thus, it is not easy to detect lack o f partici
pation unless it is o f an obvious form such as attempting to leave the 
classroom. Looking at a textbook and turning the pages is not dis
tinguishable from actually studying the text until the next time the 
repertoire is sampled. Even then a low score may be the result of 
a defective entering repertoire rather than non-participation. The 
increasing chance that the material is inappropriate for the individual 
student leads to a more tolerant attitude on the part o f the teacher 
who is somewhat unwilling to be responsible for seeing that the 
student is punished in some way for non-participation. Crude forms 
of non-participation such as leaving the classroom are quickly pun
ished, but thinking of the coming vacation while looking attentively 
at the teacher as he presents some material is likely to escape imme
diate consequation. Of course, there will be long-range effects, but 
the punishment consisting o f a bad grade on a test given the next 
day and handed back the day after it was given has little effect in 
reducing the non-participation which was responsible for the bad 
grade.

As mentioned above, the presence of other learners in the learn
ing environment makes possible a few  sources of reinforcement for 
participation that are not available otherwise. The most significant 
eff ect of the other learners’ presence, however, is to increase greatly 
the amount and variety o f reinforcement which is available for 
other behavior than participation in educational activity. School is 
a place where there are other children and where one can obtain 
the usually powerful forms o f reinforcement related to other chil
dren, but not necessarily because one participates in educational ac
tivity. Interactions with other pupils constitute a potent source of 
distraction from schoolwork, the control of which requires a good 
deal of the teacher’s time and energies.

The fact that students who are ordinarily well controlled by edu
cational activity can be rather easily distracted by students who are 
not under such control adds to the difficulty of monitoring and conse- 
quating participation, and adds to the teacher’s hesitancy to infer 
non-participation from failure to learn. The system for maintaining 
participation consisting of punishment and reinforcement by relief 
from the threat o f  punishment has some disadvantages in the first 
place, but if used properly it can be effective even if unpleasant. 
When the threatened or implied punishment is seldom carried out or 
is carried out in poor relation to the behavior it is designed to control, 
all that is left is the unpleasantness.

[Note: The term “ punishment”  appears throughout this sec
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tion. It should be remembered that what is usually being referred 
to are rather complex forms of social disapproval, removal of privi
leges, worsening of parent-child relations, threat of long-range dis
advantages. and the like. “ Punishment” as used throughout this 
discussion never refers solely or even primarily to corporal punish
ment, although this usage is sometimes implied in common sense dis
course, for example, when parents pride themselves on never “ having 
to punish”  their children. Such parents may, indeed, never strike the 
children, but there is usually an ample amount of punishment of 
other forms such as restriction of privileges, disapproval, or even 
expressed disappointment and regret over some act performed by 
the child. In reading this discussion remember the earlier interpreta
tion of punishment as any form of worsening.]

It remains to consider an interesting and very important feature 
of much current educational practice. It is possible for the learner 
to obtain most o f the reinforcement fo r  participation in educational 
activity and to avoid most of the punishment for non-participation 
and still not learn very much. This is because the differential conse
quences for participation are quite different from and quite indirectly 
related to those that strengthen correct or adequate behavior over in
correct or inadequate behavior. This, in turn, is the outcome of several 
inertacting factors whose exact roles were difficult to interpret but 
which perhaps can at least be identified. The situation is not unique to 
classroom education but is exaggerated there. It is seen in individual 
instruction where there are vague educational objectives and extensive 
reliance on written materials with ineffective built-in consequation. It 
is also undoubtedly related to the several factors responsible for the 
existence of “ highly-motivated” students who nevertheless fail to ac
quire the repertoire toward which they are highly-motivated. These 
are probably the same factors responsible for the increasing emphasis 
on individual differences in ability and personality as significant fac
tors in education, e.g., inability to monitor the appropriateness of 
educational materials for the individual student, heterogeneity of 
pupils’ entering repertoires, absence o f effective remediation as a 
result of the manpower problem, inability to monitor participation, 
and so forth. This feature of educational practice is an example of 
a clear violation of Principle No. 3: “ When the main purpose of the 
use of reinforcement and punishment is educational accomplishment 
these consequences should be closely linked to the criteria of accom
plishment.”

III. POSSIBILITIES FOR IMPROVING EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

Dissatisfaction with current education can certainly be justified 
in one sense: There is a marked discrepancy between what a child
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can learn under favorable conditions and what he usually learns in 
school. This is the case for most children, not just those described 
as “bright.”  Consider, for example, the intense, highly-motivated 
learning o f the child hobbyist with respect to his hobby, and contrast 
this with the learning that the same child shows on somewhat similar 
material in school. In general, school learning seems quite inefficient 
in terms o f the time spent by the learner in the situation. Of course, 
it may not be inefficient in terms of other critera, for example, the 
amount of time each teacher is able to spend attending to each pupil, 
or in terms of some ratio such as cost in dollars per pupil-fact (a 
fanciful unit obtained by multiplying the facts by the number of 
students “ possessing” the fact).

Another source o f dissatisfaction is the general dislike for school 
that is shown by many students after having been subjected to it for 
a number o f years. This dislike is not seen in elementary school as 
much as in the later grades, but the attitudes o f the older pupils are 
presumably due in part to their earlier experiences. Increasing van
dalism. hostility toward teachers, flagrant disobedience, and deroga
tory remarks made by adults about their school experiences are evi
dence for this dislike.

General satisfaction with education, in any case, is not so high 
as to render a search for  improvements uninteresting. In the present 
section several suggestions fo r  improvement in educational practice 
will be made. In general, these suggestions derive from the previous 
analyses o f the role of behavioral consequences in education. Before 
considering these suggestions, however, it will be useful to consider 
two approaches to improving educational effectiveness that do not 
relate directly to educational practice.
A. Better Selection and More Respect for Individual Differences

In spite of any difficulties with educational practices, it is appar
ent that some students thrive in the present system. This has led to 
an interest in attempting to identify such students when they are 
quite young, on the assumption that their success in school is related 
to behaviors which could be observed at early ages. Their “ ability” 
can then be exploited for the common good by seeing that they are 
given appropriately accelerated programs. The general value o f this 
approach is difficult to assess, but it is essentially irrelevant to the 
problems o f providing effective basic education to everyone. This 
aproach is sometimes advanced, however, as an alternative to im
proving the present educational system, which could then be left as it 
is on the grounds that the average student is not capable of any 
better learning anyway. Honors programs in colleges sometimes 
serve this function o f justifying tolerance for generally ineffective
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instruction by providing what is thought to be a more effective in
struction for a few. Unless we believe, however, that the present 
system cannot be significantly improved without tremendous expense, 
this approach has little bearing on our present problem.

A related approach is based on the obvious individual differences 
sometimes seen in the pattern of educational accomplishment. Some 
children leam mathematics easily and seem to enjoy it but are in
effective in music and art. Others leam to read quite early and read 
a great deal, but do poorly in mathematics. This has suggested to 
some critics of public education that it is a mistake to try to make 
every pupil learn every subject equally well. A  popular allegory 
involves a school for animals where subjects such as flying, swim
ming, climbing, and so forth, are taught. The folly of requiring all 
children to learn all subjects is considered analogous to the folly of 
trying to get all the animals up to the same level in all o f the sub
jects at the animal school. The duck, for example, who was very 
good at swimming and flying nevertheless had to spend a great deal 
of time trying to leam climbing. Although this problem may exist 
at higher levels of education it seems quite irrelevant to most of the 
subjects of elementary education. The notion that, due to naturally 
occurring individual differences, some children might be as poor at 
reading as the duck was at climbing while other children might be as 
good at this subject as the duck was at swimming seems quite far
fetched. It is also inappropriate in that ducks can get along quite 
well without ever climbing, but in our culture an illiterate child is 
quite handicapped, as is one who cannot master elementary mathe
matics.

The observation that some teachers seem to be much more suc
cessful at teaching than others has led to another suggestion involv
ing selection. Perhaps it would be possible to determine, prior to 
providing teacher training, who is going to function as an effective 
teacher, and select these individuals while rejecting those who are 
thought not to be good bets for this career. This approach, no matter 
how successful it might be, is no substitute fo r  an analysis o f current 
educational practices unless, again, one believes that these practices 
are presently at an upper level of effectiveness, or that once one 
identifies individuals who are thought to be good bets to become 
effective teachers, they can simply be turned loose on the potential 
learners without being given any training.
B. Spend More Money on Material and Personnel.

Most current suggestions for improving education amount to 
making classrooms bigger and better equipped, having more and bet
ter paid teachers, providing each with several assistants, and so on.
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None o f these are unreasonable, but it seems reasonable to suppose 
that many deficiencies in current practices would survive such im
provements in facilities and personnel.
C. Improvement in Educational Practices.

The present suggestions start with the existing system. If a 
system were to be designed from scratch the approach might be some
what different, but it seems unlikely that this will happen. It also 
seems most useful to assume no technological developments that are 
not presently available, nor any which are very expensive, such as 
computers. Finally, the changes that are suggested are the kinds 
that could be made by a classroom teacher and do not assume any 
considerable body of knowledge which teachers do not presently 
have. Most of the changes do involve manipulation of behavioral 
consequences and thus require some knowledge in this area, but no 
more than could be developed by a careful study o f the present ma
terial.

1. Reliance on built-in consequation for correctness. The man
power problems of public education are not likely to be drastically 
alleviated in the near future. This means that consequation for 
correctness must, in general, be built into the educational stimulus 
materials. But in order to be effective, such consequation must be 
quite frequent and clear. Programmed textbooks, flash cards, work
books with answers, all contain effective forms o f  built-in consequa
tion. and this feature should be a strong point in favor o f the adop
tion and use of such materials.

Many aspects of the elementary curriculum are not available in 
such forms, however, and the teacher, therefore, must rely on ordi
nary texts. The built-in consequation of this form of material is 
usually quite vague, but can be improved considerably if  the teacher 
can specify the objectives o f the students’ contact with the text. 
Supplementary material can then be prepared which tells the student 
exactly what he is supposed to be able to do as a function of reading 
the text. A  study methodology akin to that used in work with flash 
cards will then suffice to provide the consequation for correctness. 
The supplementary material can be in the form o f a set of questions, 
selections from wThich will constitute a future test.

Some teachers may object to this use of text material on the 
grounds that it emphasizes memorization, but the main difference 
is often between specific instructions as to what to learn versus vague 
ones. Many textbooks supply such questions, but they are often not 
an exhaustive coverage of the repertoire but rather a sample, and 
the student can know the answers to all of the questions and still 
not be able to answer ones the teacher may ask.
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Built-in consequation for  material that is presented orally is 
more difficult to manage due to the heterogeneity o f the class. In 
using a text with a supplementary listing o f what is supposed to be 
learned, the learners can apply themselves to the task in a manner 
determined by necessity; that is, if one question is easily answered 
then it need be dealt with only once, but one that is consistently 
missed can be reviewed several times. Oral presentation does not 
lend itself to this kind of individualized usage, and probably should 
not be used if  there is any question as to its appropriately affecting 
every student.

2. Frequent sampling of the repertoire— testing. As mentioned 
above, even excellent materials will have no effect on the learner 
unless used properly. To insure proper usage the teacher must sam
ple the repertoire, and to avoid cumulative failure this sampling 
must be often enough to prevent (see next section) proceeding to 
more complex material before mastering prerequisite material. Fre
quent sampling, however, runs into the manpower problem. To 
accomplish the goals mentioned above, tests must usually be given 
considerably more often than they are at present. How can the 
teacher evaluate such tests without some form of manpower assis
tance7 Let us assume that he cannot. Manpower assistance is not 
unavailable, however, and failure to take advantage o f it is often due 
to not realizing exactly how it could be used. Other learners are 
clearly the most readily available source of help. Teachers often 
have some of their students help them in various duties. Scoring 
other students’ tests might seem to have some disadvantages, but 
these can often be overcome. One disadvantage is that the student 
may not know enough to evaluate the answers. Perhaps this is true 
for some material, but certainly not for all. Furthermore, the corps 
of student helpers could be given specific instructions by the teacher 
regarding scoring. It might not be possible to get the student scor
ers to spend extra time scoring (but some would probably not mind) 
but that might not be necessary. Consider the following system. A 
class o f 30 takes a test in arithmetic, except for 6 of the students 
who confer with the teacher about the answers to the test while the 
remaining 24 are taking the test. When a student finishes his test 
he holds up his hand and one of the scorers picks up the test, takes 
it to his own desk and scores it. He might then return it to the 
student after recording the grade or hand it in to the teacher. He 
then picks up another one, and so on. While their tests are being 
scored the students could be allowed to work at some other task. If 
the selection of scorers was somewhat at random, or at least could 
not be predicted by the students ahead of the test, a student could 
not neglect studying for the test on the grounds that he was going
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to be a scorer. On any particular test, six students would not have 
their repertoires evaluated, but since this would change from test 
to test, it might not be a serious flaw.

The details o f this system are not important. It is only an ex
ample of how students could help solve the manpower problem. There 
are a number of other ways that might be superior for some pur
poses ; for example, using sixth grade students who excelled in arith
metic as assistant teachers in third grade arithmetic instruction. 
Other solutions will probably occur to any teacher. The important 
thing is to see the critical necessity of frequent sampling. Its ac
complishment can then be worked toward in a number of ways.

3. Remediation as a consequence. As was mentioned earlier the 
function of the test is not to provide consequation for  correctness of 
the repertoire, but rather to permit a remediation consequence. 
(The test, of course, is also one of the bases o f criteria for relief 
from threat o f punishment for non-participation when that is the 
major form of reinforcement for participation.) The main problem 
in prescribing remediation for those who need it but not to those 
who do not is the manpower one of administering different activities 
for different students at the same time. The problem is not insoluble 
though and the key to the solution lies in the fact that some aspects 
of the elementary curriculum are less important than others. When 
an essential unit is being taught and then a test is given, the test 
can be scored “ pass” or “fail,”  with a reasonably high standard for 
passing. The students who pass are then allowed to engage in some 
less critical activity such as art, free reading, or perhaps some sup
plementary but non-essential aspect of the unit they were just tested 
on. Meanwhile, the students who failed the test are directed to some 
further study after which they are tested again. Those who still 
fail are likely to be sufficiently few in number that they can be kept 
in during recess for some further individual work with the teacher.

It might be necessary to utilize one room for the non-essential 
activity, supervised by one teacher, and another room for the re
medial instruction, given by another teacher. Most schools do not 
have extra rooms available, but there are often at least two teachers 
at each grade who could use both their rooms for such activity. One 
teacher could then teach the essential unit to all the students in her 
room, dismissing to the other room those who pass the test, then 
conducting the remedial work.

Such a remediation consequence would have an additional ad
vantage in that students who were not well-controlled by the ordinary 
differential consequences for participation might find the escape 
from the remediation activity to the non-essential one sufficiently 
reinforcing to try harder. This is especially likely to be the case if
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the objectives are quite specific, the material appropriate for his 
entering repertoire, and if it contains effective built-in consequation 
for correctness, in other words, if it is easy to learn the subject 
matter.

Like the necessity for frequent testing, remediation often re
quires some improvement in the manpower situation. However, if 
the necessity of remediation for some critical subjects such as read
ing and mathematics is appreciated, at least partial solutions to the 
manpower problem can be found.

The reliance on and the constant search for materials of a writ
ten form which provide built-in consequences for correctness plus 
the use of frequent testing with a remediation consequence for failing 
the tests are procedures which will partially alleviate the problem of 
appropriateness of materials to the individual student’s existing 
repertoire. To start with, the same materials are presented to the 
entire class, and may be too easy for some and too difficult for others. 
The ones whose repertoire is already developed can soon spend time 
on some other activity, and the ones who are having difficulty will 
be given special training.

4. Improvement in maintenance of participation.
a. Improvement in the use of the present form of consequences. 

The steps suggested above, or for that matter, any approach that 
would decrease early failure and remediate ongoing difficulties would 
result in more favorable maintenance o f participation. The threat 
of punishment which controls much o f the current participation is 
not ineffective if  a learner does not fall too far behind. If by mod
erate extra effort he can avoid the punishment, the effort is often 
expended. However, if his repertoire is generally defective and he 
is continually punished for failures of various sorts, the effectiveness 
o f such punishments diminishes, since most o f it is based on a some
what tenuous conditioning history anyway. Furthermore, as a child 
continues to fail, his parents and others are increasingly unwilling 
to look upon his failure as one o f non-participation and begin to 
accept an interpretation in terms of ability, for which difficulty pun
ishment does not seem appropriate.

Leaving the basic nature of the present form of consequation 
for participation unchanged, there are still several improvements 
that can be made. One is to make the grading system more explicit. 
If at the beginning of a school term a child can see what he has to 
do to receive the different grades, and if there are ways to make up 
for failures o f various kinds, the control o f such a reinforcement 
system will be considerably greater. Such an approach usually re
quires a point system of some sort and is not very effective in the
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lower elementary grades. In higher grades, however, it is possible 
to give points for test scores, remedial exercises, homework, extra 
credit work, and the like, with the sum of the points determining 
the grade.

Such a system is clearly grading in terms of accomplishment, 
not ability, and is sometimes objected to on these grounds. Some 
students in such a system achieve their grade by learning everything 
easily and on first exposure. Others receiving the same grade do so 
by considerably more effort. It is also a system which usually results 
in more students receiving high grades than might be prescribed by 
some statistical definition o f the different grades. Both of these 
objections may be valid from a particular point of view, but the 
system described controls a good deal more educational participation 
than the usual one. From the point of view that punishment for 
failure to participate is aimed at inducing more effective participation 
this approach seems quite reasonable.

Another approach consists in leaving the threat o f punishment 
as an underlying form of consequation, but supplementing it with 
other forms of reinforcement which do not involve prior worsening. 
Many teachers do this, but not systematically. Completion of an un
desired activity is reinforced by permission to participate in a more 
desired one. Special privileges are earned by various kinds of ac
complishments, as when everyone completing his project on a cer
tain day or to a certain level of quality is permitted to participate 
in an extracurricular activity planned by the teacher. Favored po
sitions, such as class messenger, are awarded on the basis of some 
form of accomplishment. The usual use o f such favored activities 
or extra privileges, however, consists in making them available to 
everyone and only taking them away for some flagrant failure to 
participate or some other “ discipline” problem. Unwillingness to 
relate such forms of reinforcement to educational accomplishment 
is based on several forms o f objections which will be discussed below.

b. Attempts to avoid the kind, of reinforcement which depends 
on prior worsening. An approach which is now being widely used 
in experimental educational settings is the following: various forms 
of reinforcing events which are not readily available to the child 
outside o f school are made available for participation, but in such a 
way that they cannot be obtained without learning. In other words, 
the consequation for correctness and participation are the same. 
Two examples are given below.

The reinforcer-event system developed by Lloyd Homme and his 
colleagues at Westinghouse Electric Corporation Research Labora
tories has been utilized for children under three years of age, pre
school Indian children, adolescents, retarded children, normal but
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“ socially disadvantaged” children, and others (Homme, 1967). The 
basic approach is essentially the same for all of the different kinds 
o f learners but the details given below' refer to the system used with 
very young children.

Homme and his colleagues make extensive use o f the Premack 
Principle mentioned in II, A, 5. The educational area is typically 
divided into a reinforcing-event area and an educational or training 
area. The reinforcing-event area contains toys, play equipment, 
crayons, water faucets and pans (the opportunity to play with water 
turns out to be a very strong reinforcer for many young children), 
and so on. A  contract is described to the learner of the sort, “Finish 
a specified amount of work in the educational area and then you may 
go to the reinforcing-event area and play for ten minutes.”  At the 
end of the ten-minute period in the reinforcing-event area, a timing 
device produces an auditory stimulus and the child is required (gentle 
persuasion is usually sufficient) to return to the educational area and 
complete another unit of work. Any behavior on the part of the 
child which occurs with high frequency, if its access can be limited 
to the reinforcing-event area, can be used as a reinforcing event. 
Homme and his colleagues have been quite ingenious in finding activi
ties which appeal to very young children, an ingenuity that derives 
from a strict and literal interpretation of the Premack Principle. 
For example, it was discovered that young children show a strong 
tendency to run and shriek and push chairs, particularly the desk 
chair with casters on it, if the teacher is sitting in the chair. A 
bargain was simply made in which they were allowed to do these 
things only after they had completed a certain amount of educational 
activity.

Rapid return from the reinforcing-event area to the educational 
area is controlled by an additional contingency contract: if the child 
returns within a specific time limit, such as thirty seconds after the 
bell rings (signifying the end of the play period), a randomizing sys
tem such as a roulette wheel would be activated and, once in a while, 
the child wins an opportunity to return immediately to the play area 
for another ten-minute play period. If they do not return from the 
play area quickly enough, they do not have the right to play the game 
but instead have to start the educational activity immediately. Only 
a small proportion o f bonus returns to the play area are sufficient to 
maintain rapid response to the bell.

The educational material used is, in general, of a programmed 
variety sometimes involving a teaching machine-computer combina
tion, but sometimes simply involving ordinary text materials. The 
importance of this system is that it maintains long periods of edu
cational work under conditions o f high motivation in very young
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children, as well as all of the other groups mentioned. (Of course, 
the reinforcing-event area has to be altered according to the age and 
specific taste of the learners.) It appears that a child under three 
years can be kept working at educational activity for periods as long 
as five hours by this approach. It should be noticed that in this case 
the differential consequences for correct versus incorrect behavior 
were intrinsically related to the differential consequences that main
tained participation in the educational activity. In most cases the 
children participating were doing so on a voluntary basis. The ac
tivities in the reinforcing-event area were o f such a nature as to 
compete favorably with activities and reinforcers available outside 
of the educational setting.

The educational contract usually consists in specifying not only 
a certain amount o f educational work but also a certain level of 
accuracy. The contract might be stated “ Finish ten addition prob
lems with no mistakes and then you can go to the reinforcing-event 
area for ten minutes.”  The child’s work is, of course, inspected for 
accuracy, and errors are corrected and remedial assignments made. 
The use of programmed material in this context, if the programming 
is appropriate for the particular learner, increases the likelihood of 
correct behavior occurring, and the use of computers and teaching 
machines makes monitoring and detection o f incorrect responses 
very easy. Much of the programmed material, in fact, involves built- 
in remedial steps for incorrect behavior.

It is important to note the punishing contingencies that are in
volved and also to note their mildness. It is, o f course, a form of 
punishment to be required to leave the reinforcing-event area and 
return to the educational area. Refusal to do so is followed by even 
more serious forms o f punishment such as disapproval on the part 
of the adult, being carried out of the reinforcing-event area to the 
educational area (in the case o f very young children), utimately per
haps expulsion from the educational situation for failure to cooperate. 
On the other hand, the educational requirement is made very easy 
to meet in the beginning stages and made to last a very short time, 
until the children are well-controlled by the system. Limited access 
to the reinforcing-event area is essential but is not difficult to main
tain since the instructional staff or educational manager has far 
greater resources than the learner in most cases and can easily pro
vide things which are unavailable in other places or at least available 
under less entertaining circumstances.

A  second example illustrates another important principle, the 
use of tokens. In the summer of 1964, three boys around ten years 
of age were selected from a summer public school remedial reading 
class. These three boys were judged by the experimenter and the
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teacher to be making the least progress in the class. When the 
summer remedial session ended, they were told that they could come 
to another remedial reading course taught by the experimenter. 
(This work was carried out by Jack Michael and Carl Jensen of Ari
zona State University but has not been published.) These three 
boys had all been quite uncooperative in the public school course, en
gaging in a good deal of unruly behavior and gaming very little in 
reading skill It was not expected that they would be very interested 
in continuing this kind of activity for the rest of the summer so they 
were simply told that they could earn tokens with which they could 
buy toys, models, equipment for their bicycles, and the like. They 
were somewhat skeptical of the whole situation but their skepticism 
was overcome when the experimenter took them to a toy store, 
purchased about fifteen dollars worth o f models and toys which they 
selected, and then brought them to the experimental psychology lab
oratory at the University. The toys were placed on a bench in a 
large room from which three small cubicles opened. Each child was 
told that if he wished to, he could attempt to read the materials 
given to him and answer the questions regarding the reading that 
were a part of the graded reading instructional material (commer
cially available reading materials for grades 1 through 10). When 
he finished answering the questions at the end of the reading pas
sage. he was to bring it out of the cubicle to the graduate student 
sitting in the large room, who scored the material for him. If he 
received a score of 100 percent on the test, he would be given three 
tokens (white poker chips). If he received a score above 90 percent, 
he would receive two tokens; if he received a score above 85 percent, 
he would receive one token; and if he scored below 85 percent, he 
received no tokens. All of the toys that the children had selected 
were given specific token values approximately corresponding to 
their commercial wholesale value wTith the token being worth about 
a fifth of a cent. The three boys wrere told that they could work as 
long as they wished, take breaks whenever they wished, and did not 
have to come at all if  they did not want to. The graded reading 
materials were given to them in such a way that they were able to 
obtain high scores with the material they were given at first. Only 
gradually was more difficult material presented to them.

An explanation was given to the parents of the nature o f the 
project and naturally, the parents’ permission was obtained for the 
children’s participation. However, the contact with the parents was 
such as to minimize, if  possible, any tendency for them to coerce the 
boys into participating in the experiment, although undoubtedly some 
coercion did occur since the experiment could be easily seen to be 
educational and the parents all valued such activity, as indicated by
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their having previously enrolled the children in the public school 
remedial reading program, which was not free. Nevertheless, the 
children’s attendance in the program was not reported to the parents, 
nor were the parents told how long the children stayed to work with 
the reading materials. The general results of this experiment were 
that the children worked on the average about five hours a day, 
hardly ever missed sessions, and were extremely well-behaved during 
the entire procedure. The graduate student’s contact with the chil
dren was friendly, but no effort was made on his part to encourage 
them in their activity. They could either work or not, depending 
upon how much they wished to earn the various objects that they 
had selected. They were permitted to save the tokens over as long 
a period as they wished, or to spend them for low value items as soon 
as they earned the tokens. They were not permitted to play with the 
toys or utilize them in any way in the experimental room, but had 
to leave the building to actually use the objects that they had earned.

Unfortunately, at that time programmed reading materials were 
unavailable, and the reading materials used at a given grade level 
did not completely prepare the children for the next grade level o f 
materials. These materials were meant to be supplemented by class
room instruction or other training. Because of this, even though 
the children were highly motivated and worked diligently, the ma
terials became increasingly difficult since no supplementary instruc
tion was given and the later materials actually had vocabulary which 
had not been introduced in the earlier materials. The experiment 
was conducted for about four weeks during which time the children 
worked at what turned out to be a rate of about thirty-five cents an 
hour, earning a total of about fifty dollars worth of toys, models, and 
so forth. The experiment was discontinued after each child had ad
vanced about three grade levels in reading material.

The importance of this example is that almost no worsening was 
necessary to maintain highly-motivated and quite effortful educa
tional activity. These children were by no means thought of as good 
students, yet there was no reason to suppose from their behavior 
that they would have been unwilling to continue the experiment for 
as long as the experimenter wished. They often arrived around nine 
o’clock in the morning and stayed until five in the afternoon, taking 
only a half hour or sometimes less for lunch. They showed no hos
tility toward the experimenter or the graduate student, and in gen
eral seemed to regard it as a privilege to participate in this activity. 
They spoke of their educational activity as “ work”  and spoke of 
themselves as “ coming to work in the morning and leaving work in 
the afternoon.”  During the course of the experiment several trips 
to the toy store, hardware stores, and bicycle shops were made, in
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each case with the children picking out things that they wished to 
earn later. Some restrictions were made in their choices o f objects. 
For example, they were not permitted to earn pocket knives or other 
objects that could be used for aggressive activities. They were also 
required to select some low-value items as well as high-value items. 
This was because it had previously been the experimenter’s expe
rience that children of this age and younger tend to select for them
selves highly valuable objects which require the accumulation of 
several days’ earnings, but as the days go on, during which they re
ceive nothing as they work towards this long-range goal, the rein
forcing value of the tokens declines. By having available some low- 
value as well as high-value items, they could always purchase a low- 
value item when they became discouraged with the long work period 
required to purchase the high-value item.

Using currently available programmed reading materials, it 
would seem quite feasible to bring a poor reader up several grades in 
reading level during a summer o f sueh remedial work and, of course, 
this would be on a voluntary basis, avoiding all o f the unpleasant 
coercion that is usually involved in such remedial work.

The importance of the token in this setting should not be ne
glected. Toys, bicycle accessories, an dthe like, do not come in con
venient units to be awarded contingent upon completing fifteen min
utes’ worth o f reading. The tokens constituted a reinforcer of con
stant value sufficiently small to be awarded frequently and for small 
steps of work yet with a maintained value due to the wide variety of 
objects which were related to the tokens. It should be added that 
in addition to the actual material objects, some reinforcing activities 
were awarded. There was at that time in the Phoenix area an enter
tainment park somewhat like Disneyland but on a smaller scale. One 
o f the available reinforcers was a ticket permitting a trip to this 
park and permitting rides on the various activities. When the chil
dren wished to buy such tickets with their tokens, the graduate stu
dent took them to the entertainment park. Once again, the function 
o f the tokens was to break up these large-value reinforcers into small 
units which could be administered for small steps of educational 
activity and which could be administered immediately.

In these examples the reinforcing consequences which main
tained participation were the same as the consequences o f correct 
responding. It was thus impossible to participate without learning. 
Note also that these reinforcing consequences were quite variable; 
changing interests on the part of the learner did not generally result 
in a decreased effectiveness of the reinforcers because there was a 
variety o f reinforcers commensurate with the possible changes in 
interest. For example, in Homme’ s contingency management system
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the reinforcing-event menu contained well over thirty items and 
was usually more than sufficient to maintain the interest o f the chil
dren involved. In general, some such variation is essential for the 
kinds of reinforcers that are available for working with children 
unless one happens to be in a situation where unconditioned rein
forcers such as food are being used. Even here, a variety of food 
items is generally desirable. [The use o f food reinforcement for  
educational purposes is not so fantastic as it may sound. In work 
with psychotic children, Ivar Lovaas at UCLA (Lovaas, et al., 1966) 
has found it impossible to maintain prolonged educational activity 
with some of the children without the strategy o f giving them their 
meals in small quantities contingent on correct educational activity 
and also on participation in the educational activity. Such a possi
bility in the case of special education problems with the severely 
retarded or the psychotic child should not be overlooked simply be
cause of the unusualness o f such an approach in the normal setting.] 

The value of tokens is even greater when a number of children 
have to be dealt with since it is almost always the case that the most 
favored objects differ from child to child but by simply having a 
wide variety available and giving tokens contingent on participation 
and correctness, all of the children can be induced to engage in much 
the same activity irrespective o f what objects maintain the reinforc
ing value of the tokens.

Note also that in all of these cases ,the punishment contingencies 
present are very mild and constitute only a minor although perhaps 
essential feature of the situations.

5. Criticisms. In spite o f the obvious effectiveness o f  such sys
tems as the two described above (and many others now in operation), 
their presentation in educational circles usually generates a good 
deal of emotion, most of which is not enthusiasm. The criticisms 
take several forms, the most common of which are presented below.

a. Bribery, a moral issue. We all disapprove of the payment o f 
a favor or reward which has as it3 purpose the perversion o f judg
ment or corruption of conduct. Such is the primary definition of the 
term “bribery.”  It is not an unreasonable extension to apply the 
term to payment for something which we believe should be done 
without payment, for example, for the common good. Another fairly 
common verbal practice is to apply the term to any form of reward 
of which we disapprove. Thus it is a pejorative term for reward.

The two examples described above clearly do not fit the primary 
definition. Homme’s educational tasks and the remedial reading ex
ercises certainly do not qualify as forms o f perversion of judgment 
or corruption of conduct. For that matter, the activities themselves 
are ordinarily considered praiseworthy. The nature of this particular
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application is actually quite complex, but apparently the major factor 
is usually the belief that such activities should occur without pay
ment, plus the general disapproval of such reward that stems from 
the next two criticisms to be discussed. The criticism loses its force, 
however, when an analysis is made o f the various sources of rein
forcement responsible for maintaining educational activity under 
other, more common conditions. Recall the intricate mixture o f be
havioral consequences controlling participation in educational ac
tivity and those contingent on correct behavior, and it is quite clear 
that this activity is not ordinarily performed for no reward. Curious
ly, the reinforcement consisting of threat removal is widely recog
nized but is usually thought preferable to the form of reinforcement 
here defended against the charge of bribery.

b. Unrealistic and dangerous expectations: “don’t rock the 
boat.” Children who are exposed to such systems of reinforcement 
will come to expect a reward for everything they do, creating both 
an unpleasant form of demand on other adults who must deal with 
them and poorly equipping them for later life when they must do 
many things for nothing. It is, of course, true that a child who has 
been handsomely paid for his remedial reading in the summer may 
suggest a similar arrangement when he starts school in the fall, but 
such a suggestion will receive extinction or punishment and will not 
be made too often. Furthermore, whatever the controlling variables 
were prior to his summer experience, they are still in force and will 
probably continue to have whatever effect they had before. The 
interaction between children and adults which begins, “ What will 
you give me if I do?”  is quite common, and usually ends with some- 
think like “ You had better worry about what I’ll give you if you 
don’t !”  without any significant change in the nature of the relation
ship.

c. Crass materialism— an undesirable social value. The work 
for tokens is sometimes criticized on the grounds that it encourages 
shallow material values at the expense o f deeper and culturally more 
useful values, such as those for aesthetic, spiritual, or humanisite 
activities. The same could be said of a system of employment based 
on payment in terms of money. Tokens are not, in themselves, ma
terialistic. The critical issue is wrhat they are cashed for. An adult 
who works for money is not called overly materialistic unless the 
things he buys for the money fit this definition. Many o f the things 
bought by the children in the remedial reading study would fit this 
definition, but not all o f them. Some o f the tokens were spent for 
books, and some were spent for presents for siblings and parents, 
and the trip to the amusement park is not too far from aesthetic 
values for children of that age.
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d. Lack of permanence. What will happen to the remedial 
readers once they stop receiving- tokens for reading? A reasonable 
question which might well be asked of ordinary education: what will 
happen to ordinary readers when they are no longer given grades for 
reading and threatened with punishment for not reading? In gen
eral ,once the controlling variables are removed behavior should cease 
by the process o f extinction unless other variables assume control. 
But that is the essence of much education. A child learns to perform 
arithmetic because of the grades, the social approval, and other var
iables, but this is only preparation for a situation where the conse
quences of an effective repertoire in this field will be such things 
as correct income tax forms or correct change. Likewise, writh read
ing, an effective repertoire will be put to many uses o f a highly prac
tical nature, e.g., reading street signs, instructions, TV guides, news
papers. If the natural environment supports this kind of behavior 
by effective consequation then it will continue. If not, it will cease.

Perhaps the issue arises because the ordinary school consequa
tion is so vague and complex that it is difficult to determine when it 
had been discontinued, whereas the token were clearly given for the 
last time on the last day of the study.

e. Cannot be done in the ordinary classroom. It is certainly 
true that the purphase of toys and their distribution to the students 
is beyond the capacity o f our present public schools, although it is 
attractive to consider the possibility of using some particular teach
ers’ salaries for this purpose. The high effectiveness of such an 
approach, though, recommends its use in the many research and 
special educational situations where it would be possible. A psycho
logical clinic that specializes in children’s learning problems charges 
the parents a fee, part of which is used to purchase the back-up 
reinforcers for the token system used with the clients. A firm which 
prepares programmed instructional material wishes to test its pro
grams with highly-motivated subjects and so pays them money for 
each correct answer.

The actual feasibility o f such reinforcement systems in public 
education is a matter o f cost, administrative strategies, long-range 
effects, and other such variables. Favorable factors are the long 
time spent in energetic productive activity, and the generally posi
tive attitude the children have toward such systems.
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